Title: What Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) indicators can be created for the Netherlands based on open and/or Big data available? Select two of them and create them.
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: list of selected SDGs which cannot be created by Statistics Netherlands but may be produced with open data available

Title: What kind of information can be extracted from satellite pictures from urban areas in the Netherlands? E.g. new buildings, use of solar panels, swimming pools etc.
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: Detailed satellite and/or aerial photos of a specific area in the Netherlands.

Title: What kind of information does open public transportation data provide and how can this be used for mobility statistics?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: Open data from https://reisinformatiegroep.nl/ndovloket/datacollecties

Title: Can the CommonCrawl web archive be used to reveal changes in the development of the internet in the Netherlands?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: CommonCrawl website and data available (http://commoncrawl.org)

Title: What information do job vacancies posted on the internet provide? How comparable are these findings to the official statistics on this topic?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: Web scrapped job vacancy data from DataProvider, job vacancy statistics from StatLine

Title: How can AIS, road sensor and other data on transport be combined to create an overall transport index for the Netherlands?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description: Useful datasets: AIS and road sensor data are available. Availability of other data is not sure yet
Title: How dynamic is the population producing tweets in the Netherlands?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: twiqs.nl data

Title: Given an official statistics time-series, how easy/difficult is it to reproduce such a series with the popularity of search words provided by portals like Google trends? (and what kind of information is obtained in this way?)
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: Access to Google trends, a list of the most important official statistics and data from Statline

Title: What kind of information is provided on social media by tourists visiting the Frisian Islands?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: twiqs.nl, a Coosto account is available for this research, TripAdvisor could be used

Title: What causes/patterns occur for missing data by road sensors?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: What causes/patterns occur for missing data by road sensors?

Title: What information do pictures posted on social media provide for tourism statistics?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: a Coosto account is available for this research (incl. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest), web access is required

Title: What kind of data can be gathered to measure emissions of different sources? What kind of statistics can be made using this data?
Creator: Piet Daas
Description:
Useful datasets: Any open data on emissions in the Netherlands (e.g. Satellite, RIVM, …)